
privè.cal 1054_________________________________________________________________
Model Code F2283
revision 00 of 15-03-16
(the present replaces any previous versions)

Designer: Daniele Della Porta 

Structure: base in multilayer covered with polyurethane foam wrapped 
with thermo-bonded textile fabric coupled with cloth. The back structure 
(back cushions support) is in metal covered with thermo-bonded textile 
fabric coupled with cloth.

Spring system: elastic webbing 

Seat Padding: polyurethane foam wrapped with thermo-bonded textile 
fabric coupled with cloth

Back Padding: feather mix and synthetic fiber

Removability: covers on fabric versions are entirely removable. Loose 
back cushions on leather versions

Sewing: leather covers feasible with contrast stitching in the colors 
available; cuts and sewing vary on microfiber (or fabric) covers. 

Standard feet: coal black colored beech-wood PL1015, h. 18 cm, also 
available in natural and dark walnut.

Optional feet: coal black colored beech-wood PL1034, h. 18 cm, also 
available in natural and dark walnut.

Optional versions: headrest cushion (D07) balanced by a metal 
support and armrest pillow (683), both in feather mix. “Quilt” versions 
feature a technical padding of ecologic polyester fiber covered with nylon, 
which is extremely light, soft, breathable and thermal. “Quilt” versions 
O91, O93 and O95 can be used on the matching “chair” versions, both 
RHF and LHF (O15/O16, 430/440, O25/O26). “Quilt” versions are not 
available in leather.

Please note: the leather cover comes in combination with Lady, a soft, 
suede-effect microfiber fabric, which ensures a correct breathability. Lady 
is a water-repellent fabric; it is placed on the back cushions’ rear parts 
and on the back side. The color of the fabric is not identical to the color of 
the leather; it does however match with it (“tone-on-tone”). Alternatively 
customers may choose the desired color match and indicate their color 
choice on the order. The colors available for this article are shown in the 
Lady’s folder.

________
With the reservation of carrying  for production purposes and without 
advanced notices  modifications on the materials, coverings and 
dimensions of the product as indicated in the relevant specification. The 
given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being subject to the 
production process tolerances.

Density of seat and back 
Markets Seat Back

I 35/slowflex 50m 
Medium

D - NL - CH

USA - California

GB 35/ve 50 cm fire 
retardant

Others 35/slowflex 50m 
Medium

Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Coverings
suggested not suggested not possible 

thick leathers 

thin elastic leathers 

natural leathers 

fabric* 

microfibre* 

leather + split 

DeLuxe 

multicovering 

multicolour 

Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.

* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market

available in one covering/one color, entirely in leather 
(leather/lady), fabric or microfiber. In the fabric or microfiber 
version the Privè is also available in multicolor: 1st COLOR 
(FABRIC OR MICROFIBER): THE WHOLE SOFA, WITH THE 
EXCEPTION OF BACK CUSHION’S REAR PARTS AND BACK 
SIDE. 2ND COLOR (FABRIC OR MICROFIBER): BACK 
CUSHION’S REAR PARTS; 3RD COLOR (FABRIC OR 
MICROFIBER): BACK SIDE.

Multicovering / Components / Optional vers.

1054_cus 1054m

Feet

PL1015 PL1034

Ottoman
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 fold following the dotted line 

 fold following the dotted line 

L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes.

dimensions

version code

Description

L 82
H87 D94 SH45 SD57

130

chair without 

armr.

L 122
H87 D130 SH45 SD93

O15

rhf special maxi 

arml.chair

L 122
H87 D130 SH45 SD93

O16

lhf special maxi 

arml.chair

L 138
H87 D94 SH45 SD57

O25

rhf 45° corner 

chair

L 138
H87 D94 SH45 SD57

O26

lhf 45° corner 

chair

L 82
H87 D146 SH45 SD109

T63

chaise longue 

with no arm.

L 82
H87 D142 SH45 SD105

430

ch. l. no arm rhf 

term

L 82
H87 D142 SH45 SD105

440

ch. l. no arm lhf 

term

L 152
H87 D122 SH45 SD57

O20

special corner

L 53
H26 D10 SH- SD-

D07

headrest cushion

L 33
H12 D61 SH- SD-

683

armrest pillow

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

O90

quilt armless 

chair

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

O91

quilt spec.maxi 

arml.chair

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

O92

quilt armless 

chaise longue

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

O93

quilt 

term.arml.ch.long.

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

O94

quilt special 

corner

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

O95

quilt 45° corner 

chair

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W68

130 + o20 + 430

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W69

o26 + o15 + t63

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W71

o15 + t63 + o16

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W75

o15 + t63 + o16 + 

683

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W78

o26 + o25 + 683

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W79

o16 + o26 + o25 + 

o15 + 683
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L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes.

dimensions

version code

Description

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W80

o16 + o25 + o26 + 

o15 + 683

L -
H- D- SH- SD-

W92

130 + o25 + o26 + 

130 + t63
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